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Jack Kupeuna, Sr. 
April 30, 2004, Cambridge Bay 
 
Interview took place in a quiet corner of one of the hotel dining rooms. I began by 

showing Mr. Kupeuna the charts I put together of the history of Inuit Tapirisat of Canada 

(ITC), Tungavik Federation of Nunavut (TFN) and so forth, even going back to the co-op 

movements and traditional leadership before that. After a while, I finally asked his 

permission to record our conversations. 

 

Let me make this clear, I would never take part in the co-op movement.   
 

Because you were telling me over the phone that it’s not Inuit-owned. 

 
That’s right. What I would say about the Nunavut government is that it is going in the 
right direction, but it is not benefiting the Inuit yet, it is still struggling. It’s young. And I 
think the Inuit way of doing things is to watch and to have patience. We are working 
through the people in the communities that are getting elected. 
 
When did you first become aware Inuit wanted to get a greater voice in their own affairs? 

 

I was living in Yellowknife at the time. I lived down south for 26 years and of course I 
had relatives back home that I keep in touch with. I had friends working on the land 
claims negotiating team. We talked sometime when they were passing by Yellowknife.  
They encouraged me that I should try to think about joining the negotiating team because 
they were always a little bit short-handed at that time, people who believe what Inuit 
should be getting in the formal land claim. I guess what it was down to is that there was 
never any question about who owned the lands, the waters. We always said that we don’t 
own it, we are just holding it for future generations. So therefore, we are going to have to 
share it not just with each other but also our friends in southern Canada. Friends I had in 
the negotiating team asked me a couple of times if I would consider moving back to my 
home in Holman Island and I always looked for a chance to move back home, relearn my 
own language so I joined the team. It wasn’t a lot of fun. Being away from home was 
pretty tough, and being away from your family the whole time wasn’t a lot of fun. One 
year my whole family and I never went caribou hunting together. We never had spring 
camp, we were never able to go caribou hunting by boat, but I was lucky, my wife was a 
great supporter of we were trying to do so she never said anything but that things would 
be better next year. 
 
What is her name? 

 
Rose. She is just coming back home right now from up where she is a teacher. She is in 
Yellowknife right now, hopefully she will be here. 
 
So she said, ‘Do it.’ 
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I think that both of my kids and boys were my great support. It gives you a kind of energy 
and when you are down South you get weak, you feel like just getting your ticket and 
going home. The longest stay in Ottawa was two and half months, which was pretty long 
at that time. Going home for a visit is not always enjoyable because I came on Tuesday 
and left on Thursday. But we made friends along the way. Our negotiating team consisted 
of people from all over Nunavut, and also on the other side of the government negotiating 
team was good acquaintances and in a few instances, we became good friends. For 
instance, a fellow on the negotiating team’s wife was quite ill with cancer. 
 
Tom Molloy? 

 

Yep. They ended up doing most of our negotiations in Saskatoon so he could be near his 
wife. I remember that quite well. We exchanged Christmas cards for a long time. As 
supporters in Nunavut, we have Elders and every time we’d get discouraged and didn’t 
know what to do, they would tell us, ‘We don’t need this, we don’t need that, this is what 
we need for the future.’ That is where we got the word ‘future’ from. The kids come after 
you, the kids’ grandchildren, it teaches us not to think about ourselves. Even now it is a 
bit early. Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. (NTI) has a lot of programs now that benefit Inuit. We 
also have a benefit now that if one of your relatives in the next community passes away, 
you have a right to have a ticket arranged to go there for the funeral. We have a hunter 
income support program, you are probably aware of that. The whole election of the Board 
members, they are accountable to the Inuit as a whole, so they have to behave a certain 
way, they have a code of conduct. They have to watch their spending, you can’t just 
spend money because it’s there. Right now, my own organization which I belong to, 
Nunavut Trust, is in charge of the money that is turned over to us by the government for 
the land claims. It is just one part of the package the federal government agreed to. It has 
been my favorite because the future generations have to have money so we have to grow 
this money. Right now, they are holding $857 million. Various money managers will 
invest the money for us, and each year we have an annual report that goes to NTI, and we 
go before NTI and make our report. We report to them every meeting, four or five times a 
year even though we are not part of the Board of the Directors. In 2007, we hope to have 
a complete package of monies over 14 years, payments have been made right on schedule 
per year. When 2007 comes, we hope to be able to turn over to NTI $1.1 billion. 
 
Wow. 

 

We are hoping that our existence doesn’t stop there because with the young Inuit people 
today, the fastest growing population in Canada, we hope that our existence will continue 
to go from there, and that $1.1 billion will help to support that future. You can suffer 
through many things without money, but I don’t think you could run the programs that 
NTI has without money. Money was a pretty important part and the Elders seem to think 
it’s important. 
 
Were you always involved with fiscal responsibility even back when the negotiations were 

happening? 
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We always had a control system in place. We had a code of conduct when NTI was 
Tungavik federation of Nunavut (TFN), and before that Inuit Tapirisat of Canada (ITC).  
We had the privilege that other nations didn’t have. We had the privilege to watch other 
native groups do their land claims, and didn’t repeat their mistakes. I remember when we 
first started, I was president of Kitikmeot Inuit Association (KitIA) and Peter Irniq was 
president of Kivalliq Inuit Association (KivIA) and Louis Tapardjuk was president of 
Qikiqtani Inuit Association (QIA). We took a guy, one of our wizards in Ottawa and we 
visited various groups in Quebec, the Cree and Dene in New Brunswick when we first 
started, must be about 20, 25 years ago when we were still struggling and trying to figure 
out what to do first. Wherever we went, it seemed that money was a pretty important part 
of the package and all the management systems, land, water and so on, was also 
important. But the packages that you create to manage the land, water, and wildlife would 
never work without money. Therefore, we tried to figure out ways of protecting the 
money and investing it. It would never be smaller than the money you received from the 
government. We kind of succeeded in that way, but we also learned from other native 
groups what not to do. We were also lucky to find a lot of our employees, not just up here 
but also down South, were dedicated, loyal. Sometime it is not easy to find someone who 
is not just in it for the money. You have to search, even in our own area. It’s hard to find 
someone who wanted to become your employee and all they wanted was a pat on the 
back. We were lucky, and then we seemed to get more knowledgeable in how to 
interview people and hire the right people. I am glad to say that the majority of our really 
great, loyal people even up to now have been from southern Canada. They are educated, 
quite knowledgeable people who believe in what they are doing and most of them already 
know what happened to us in the past and are trying to help us correct the past mistakes 
of others. For myself, in 1993, I was very proud when the final agreement was finally 
signed and I was there. I was not working for NTI or Nunavut Trust, but they asked me to 
come and observe. Just like your first-born from your new marriage, your chest sticks 
way out and you can’t help it. And the whole town was so proud of us at that time. Even 
today there are people that I associate with closely that work for NTI and Nunavut Trust 
and I am still proud of them. Yet when my friends asked me the first time I wasn’t even 
going to take part in it. I was a carpenter at that time, working in Yellowknife, and I was 
getting big bucks. I had a big house and to give up that kind of salary to work for 
something you believe in wasn’t my idea of taking two steps forward. 
 
When did you give that up and start working for them? 

 

1974. By the time the final signatures were on paper I had been at it for 12 years. I was in 
upper management. I was vice-president in charge of the whole Yellowknife office then.  
The fact that I liked about working for land claims was you learn to do things that you 
would never learn anywhere else. You make it up as you go and your superiors tell you 
what to do. Very seldom during the 12 years I was there, there was never any bad blood 
between the Board of Directors and the negotiating team. There was hardly any firing. I 
could probably say in 12 years that I noticed maybe 10 firings, mostly for gross 
misconduct and doing things embarrassing to the Inuit. 
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A lot of people would be rehired when they got their lives back together again. 

 
Inuit are a very forgiving group of people. I had forgotten about that when I was living 
down South. When we noticed that people had totally turned their lives back around, we 
would take them in. Take for example our former president Paul Quassa. He was fired 
two times. When I noticed that he had turned around, I gave him a call. He was almost 
crying on the phone, that anybody would notice! But I called to give him encouragement.  
In that sense, we kind of stuck together. The federal government saw that kind of a hard 
wall to kick in because we decided we were going to stick together. Like at the end there, 
when the hunter support program was not going to be on, Bob Kadlun, the president at 
that time, was screaming and hollering, ‘If you want to keep them on welfare checks 
that’s fine with me. What I am trying to do is keep them off welfare checks so they can 
go afford their own meat, instead of buying from Northern store.’ I have a lot of great 
memories, gained a lot of respect for a great deal of people from negotiating at NTI. But I 
also have a lot of hard memories of things that happened along the way. Take myself for 
example. I worked too hard, tried too hard, sometimes it’s not good for you. I ended up in 
hospital three times, and there again I was lucky that I had friends who encouraged me to 
take the next step to get better. My wife and my two kids (I have six but I had two at the 
time) they came to the hospital. It didn’t matter what the cost was. At one point, she 
borrowed money just to let me see their faces.    
 
Each time, you’d get better and go back in? 

 

Not really. The first time I took two years off and then NTI was quite kind and said don’t 
rush back, when you are ready we will be right here. 
 
That was in the 1980s. 

 

When I realized I was getting restless, I went back. Each time I went back, things got 
better because I was more able to do things. The best counselor actually is right here. He 
wasn’t really someone who worked in the health office or the health centre, it was your 
Elder next door. When you tell them certain things that you are doing and they tell you 
right away, you are going a bit too hard, you need to go home and go on the land with 
your wife for a couple of weeks. Elders were a lot of things growing up, intelligent 
people, but I didn’t realize they were also absolutely qualified to put your body back 
together and I thank them for it. 
 
You led both the broader organization and KitIA through some difficult times. How did 

you do that? 

 

The original people that started the meetings with Tagak Curley, some of them are still 
here. There was a time we went through some financial difficulties. Our office was one of 
the coldest buildings in town and we didn’t have any way of making it warmer. At one 
point, we worked in the office with parkas on. I can’t tell you anywhere else in Canada 
where that was happening. But we were doing it for someone else. Not long after that, 
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John Maksagak, who went to heaven not too long ago, started to put it together, worked 
on a budget, and it worked. This region has been a leader of the three regions ever since. 
 
Tell me more about him. 

 

He was the original person sitting with Tagak Curley in this group to start ITC. We owe a 
lot to people who are not here to hear our thanks, but I am sure they hear it anyway. I 
always find it hard to talk bout them because they did a lot for the future generations and 
most of them worked on this just from a vision, not from anything else written by 
anybody. They decided that Inuit are people like anybody else in the world, they need to 
create our own things and get away from the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development. We need to look after our own things, our own waters. Some of us lucky 
enough to know that and know what they were trying to do. We have to keep going. The 
road set for us by them, we have to keep on, redefine it a little bit maybe, but keep 
carrying on because our future generations are going to be educated, they need a place to 
work and to be able to go out on the land the same time. 
 
Before you moved South, did you take anything from leaders that you used later on? 

 

In order for me to become a journeyman carpenter, I had to go down South. In fact, when 
I first started school there wasn’t any school in the community. I had to go to Fort Smith, 
Aklavik, Inuvik, Edmonton. When I got good at what I was doing, my supervisors 
realized this guy has potential, he knows what he is doing, knows how to express 
instructions to apprentices.  I became a foreman, superintendent. I was in charge of large 
contracts and I learned it to do it the white man’s way. Those qualities were good in a 
way when I started with the land claims team. I was able to transfer that into what I was 
doing. Even though we had a chief negotiator, we all worked together, we were a group, 
and we all went to the Elders when we didn’t know what to do. We always sat down at 
the table together, and when I would return to Ottawa from home, I would always tell 
them what I had heard, in my community and we would take that as a planning point and 
go on to plan what we would do in the next negotiations. At the beginning, there was a 
land claims policy handed to the federal government, and we would try to stick to that, 
point by point, and we’d define it each time we’d come from our communities.  
Sometimes we would go on tour to each community and report on what we had done so 
far, and sometimes we would take suggestions from people in the community and that 
was useful. Most of what we took from the floor would become a part of the land claims 
policy.   
 
Has there ever been a particular person that really guided you, that you learned the most 

from? 

 

Oh, there were so many of them. Inuit, as they get older, living in a harsh land, they all 
learned how to do this, how to do that, better than the others. Most times, some of them 
were leaders in their own outpost camp. For example, at my own outpost camp 30 miles 
from Holman Island, there was a group of eight families. My grandfather who I was 
adopted to, we didn’t have chiefs like tribes or nations of Indian groups down South, we 
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just kind of notice who happens to be a leader, my grandfather was recognized as one. He 
was a great hunter, a good family man.  He had many daughters, sons, he had an 
extended family. They all kind of looked up to him. When I was a little child I said to 
myself, ‘Someday when my body is as big as his, I am going to be almost as good as 
him.’  I admired many people, but I admired my grandfather more than anybody. And 
going along with the land claims for 12 years, many come to mind, great Elders. They 
must have been good leaders before they came to live in communities like this. They 
were still leaders. They weren’t shy at all about telling us what to do. More or less, most 
of them recognized us to be their employees. That’s where that saying came from, we are 
not doing this for me or you. We always said that Nunavut was born from the 
communities. We need a home government. We need a place to run our country from.   
We need a government that will understand us. Far too often the words that we speak, 
when translated again, are lost. 
 
What sets this region apart from the others, because a lot of quiet, but really sharp 

leaders have come from here? 

 

Some of them went to school earlier, came back here and worked with their own people.  
When you’ve been to school, you seem to hear better. You store things in your mind, ‘Oh 
yeah this person in that community seemed to think that issue was more important than 
the other one.’ The leaders we have here are not shy of anyone. They still are one of us, 
which is great to see, because when other types of people become leaders in their own 
region, they tend to think they are the greatest, sting like a bee, just like Cassius Clay. I 
think right now that our leaders take what Elders say, the old system that we had, and mix 
that with the new system that we learn at school. We have said we are not separating 
from Canada, we are going to be the most important region of Canada. 
 
You have said how important your wife was in supporting you. What do you remember 

about women in the whole organizations and story? 

 

I think that women, ladies, Inuit in Nunavut are really important to the whole story. They 
not only provide support for the people doing things, they do it themselves. Our former 
president of NTI and our former ambassador was a leader not just in the circumpolar 
region but also where she came from, in her community. I think that today men know 
more about how important women are, not just because they provide the other half of the 
partnership, but because they are the ones who hold the whole family together. My dad 
earlier in life informed me how important the role the ladies play in life. I am sure that 
everyone out there knows the kind of important role that they play. Every young man, for 
some silly reason or another, at some point in his life begins to believe the he is God’s 
gift to the human race, or God’s gift to women. At one point in my life when I started to 
act like that, my Dad corrected me quickly. He said, ‘Son, you are not God’s gift to 
women. I am gong to say this to you, women are God’s gift to men. Where would you 
and I be without them? Who would sew our clothing? Who would hold us together as a 
family? Who would teach our children respect of all the communities that we live in?’  
So from that point on, my wife and all the women in the communities always get respect 
from me. I think they are the most important part of the Inuit population. They are to be 
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pampered. They are not punching bags. They do not have stuffing like punching bags.  
They have stuffing, hearts. I think that women are the most beautiful beings that God 
created. 
 
You are going to make me cry. 

 

In this region, and other regions I know, there are women’s groups. In the annual general 
meeting I just attended, almost half of the delegates were women. They bring a lot to the 
table. I think that men and women have to work together in life, they might as well work 
together in politics. 
 
Have you seen that change? 

 

In the early days, there used to be quite a few less women taking part in this region. 
 
Is there anyone in this story who isn’t must spoken of, who ought to be? 

 

I think a great leader who carried the whole negotiations almost right to the end is now 
living in Yellowknife, not quite in one piece, Bob Kadlun, whose family broke apart due 
to those difficulties. I think he deserves to be remembered, and given the greatest respect 
by everyone else. 
 
I had dinner with him three nights ago – even now, you can see what he was. 

 

He had that kind of a glow when things started to roll our way. He made sure it got every 
available drop out of the federal government that we could get. I heard great stories about 
him, a lot of things. Same time, not just him but myself and a lot of important people who 
had too much pressure, succumbed to too much pressure, drugs, alcohol abuse, but most 
of us just came apart at the seams, but near the end we all seemed to have the power to 
stand up again and build our family back up. I don’t like to brag or anything, but my wife 
was more instrumental to make me quit drinking. My son is almost 20 years old. When 
he is 20, I will have quit for 20 years. And my wife, Rose, has quit for 21. That’s why I 
say, women are powerful. 
 


